
SADDLE LEVELS & TECHNOLOGY

Flex-tuned™ shell w/ Comfort Zone™:
A lightweight, supportive shell specifically engineered for comfort and performance. Our exclusive Comfort Zone™ 
cut-out provides additional relief from pressure on the sensitive areas.

Soft-Shell w/ Comfort Zone™:
A high-tech, dual-density saddle base designed for both enhanced comfort and proper support. This design minimizes 
trail vibration while helping absorb larger impacts. The reinforced nylon frame provides a rigid platform for efficient 
pedaling. Found on select Laser V, Speed V & Comfort V models. 

ProGel:
Two intelligently placed Gel packets (think of implants) beneath the ischials (the sit bones) provide super-plush 
absorbtion characteristics. A great enhancement to our family of fine saddles, ProGel doubles your fun. Found on all 
WTB ProGel saddles.

LEVEL    DESCRIPTION
WTB PSL    Maxtanium rails with a superlight DNA padding, leather cover, and a flex-tuned shell
     with Comfort Zone.

WTB STEALTH     Titanium rails with top-rated features like 3M materials, specially formulated lightweight
     DNA Padding, and a premium Leather cover.

WTB TEAM     Titanium rails with performance features like specially formulated lightweight    
     DNA Padding, and a Leather & Synthetic cover.

WTB PROGEL   Tubular or Steel rails with "ProGel" for additional perineal and soft tissue relief and   
     a Leather/Synthetic or Synthetic cover.

WTB STREET SMART   Tubular rails with a sleek, smooth, and weather-resistant cover, abrasion-resistant   
     corners and a 3M reflective panel in the rear.

WTB RACE    Hollow Cromoly rails with stylish design features and a Synthetic cover.

WTB COMP    Steel rails with our most ergonomic designs and a Vinyl cover.

WTB SPORT    Steel rails with abrasion resistant corners and a Vinyl cover.

SADDLE LEVELS

SADDLE TECHNOLOGY DEFINED

Love Channel™:
Found on most WTB saddles, 
the Love Channel has one very 
important task: protect your 
body from un-wanted 
pressures. Unlike other more 
radical approaches, this central 
depression provides soft-tissue 
relief without sacrificing the 
design integrity of the saddle. 

DNA Padding:
Found on our high-end models, this lightweight padding dramatically reduces the weight of the saddle. It is denser 
and has better memory properties allowing it to form to the contours of your active cyclist body. Found on all WTB 
Stealth and Team saddles.
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